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Albany Health Campus

Wignalls Wines

Oyster
Harbour

National Anzac Centre

Bayonet Head 
Shopping Centre

Albany Leisure and
Aquatic Centre

Riverview Golf Club

Albany Regional Airport
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Shelly Beach

Albany Wind Farm

Southern Ocean SailingAlbany Whale Tours

outlookatalbany.com.au
To find out more information about The Outlook at Albany 
or to book a village tour, please call Phillip on 0417 124 800
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House and 
landscaping 

packages from

$225,000

OVER 50s RESORT LIVING AT ALBANY 
• downsize and free up capital 

• first class resort facilities

• homes ready to move in now

• no stamp duty

• no council rates

• no strata fees

Look what’s on your South Coast doorstep
Albany’s CBD is just 10 minutes from The Outlook, 

with its comprehensive city conveniences, charming 

boutiques, and tempting restaurants. Should you 

crave the sand, sun and salt, you’re moments from 

pristine white sandy beaches and the local boat 

ramp is just 500m from your new home. There are 

plenty of great spots to cast a line in the protected 

harbours or off the Continental Shelf. And to keep 

things nice and cruisy, there are many gorgeous 

coastal routes to explore as you watch for whales 

and soak up the magnificent scenes at every turn. 

Albany’s airport is just 15 minutes away, so a short 

flight to Perth makes visiting so easy. Whatever your 

interests or pace of life, with The Outlook at Albany 

as the centre of your newfound freedom, the Great 

Southern Region is your oyster.

STAGE 2 NOW SELLING



A lot of lifestyle to look forward to
Centred around a clubhouse that’s in a class of its own, you can enjoy the welcoming and social indoor spaces, 

the health and fitness spaces, the quiet fireside spaces, the flavoursome café and dinner spaces – your spaces. 

Stepping outside, you have even more choice with the bowling green or tennis court, the workshop or veggie 

garden, lakeside walks and summer evening barbecues. The Outlook at Albany is a beautiful setting to reflect 

on your perfect day and prepare for the excitement of tomorrow. And if the travel bug entices you further 

afield, on-site caravan and boat storage make it easy to lock up and tour whenever you like. 

The Outlook at Albany is bringing something fresh 

and spectacular to over 50s living. A stunning coastal 

estate offering a five star lifestyle – once you’ve caught 

a glimpse, it’ll be hard to imagine living anywhere else. 

Set on a scenic 45 acres is a relaxed contemporary 

community that has been masterplanned around 

scenic lakes, native gardens and natural wetlands. It’s 

the perfect coastal backdrop to fulfil those retirement 

dreams which until now may have seemed out of 

reach. Here your very own architect designed home 

is moments from a sparkling new multi-million 

dollar clubhouse – it’s where you’ll find the easy 

company of like minds, and a smorgasbord of  

brand-new opportunities. 

A life of contentment, laughter and exploration 

awaits. And Albany now has the best in what has 

become Australia’s most popular rightsizing choice 

– an affordable new home with no stamp duty, no 

exit fee options, and where you keep 100% of any 

capital gain if you ever decide to sell. 

A spectacular Outlook in Albany
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OVER 50s RESORT LIVING AT ALBANY 
• downsize and free up capital 

• first class resort facilities

• homes ready to move in now

• no stamp duty

• no council rates

• no strata fees

Look what’s on your South Coast doorstep
Albany’s CBD is just 10 minutes from The Outlook, 

with its comprehensive city conveniences, charming 

boutiques, and tempting restaurants. Should you 
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coastal routes to explore as you watch for whales 

and soak up the magnificent scenes at every turn. 
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as the centre of your newfound freedom, the Great 
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To find out more information about The Outlook at Albany or to 
book a village tour, please call Phillip or Lisa on 08 9844 0000.
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OVER 50s RESORT LIVING AT ALBANY 
• downsize and free up capital

• first class resort facilities

• homes ready to move in now

• no stamp duty

• no council rates

• no strata fees

Look what’s on your South Coast doorstep
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coastal routes to explore as you watch for whales 

and soak up the magnificent scenes at every turn. 
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flight to Perth makes visiting so easy. Whatever your 

interests or pace of life, with The Outlook at Albany

as the centre of your newfound freedom, the Great

Southern Region is your oyster.
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